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Section 2

Lexus Diagnostic Resources (TIS)

The Technical Information System (TIS) is the service support source 
for all Lexus vehicles marketed in the United States. It contains all of 
the product support information needed to maintain, diagnose, and 
repair Lexus vehicles. 

For best results, modern PC hardware and a reasonable Internet 
bandwidth (the higher the bandwidth, the faster the operation) should 
be used when accessing the system. Most TIS content is provided in 
Adobe PDF format, so a PDF reader is needed as well.

TIS includes service data on all vehicles produced after 1990. New 
information — such as product updates and Techstream software 
updates — is added to TIS regularly. As new content becomes available, 
it is summarized on the TIS Home Page and added to the appropriate 
section of the Web site.

Log in using a standard login:

Select User Body (Dealership Users)

Enter Dealer Code

Enter Username (6 letters of last name + 1st letter of first name)

Enter Password (Last 4 numbers of SPIN)

Click on the Login button to display the TIS Home Page.
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•

•

•
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The Home Page has several tabs across the top of the screen.

On the left side of the screen:

Home is highlighted since this is the Home page.

TIS displays service information resources.

On the right side of the screen:

Help provides guidance if needed and answers to questions.

My Account provides access to individual account information 
and personal settings.

Logout is used to exit the site.

The Home page displays several types of information as quick references 
for major additions to TIS over the past seven days. (Scrolling may be 
required to view some information.)

My Favorite Documents is a list of documents you access 
regularly and that you want to retrieve quickly.

– To place a document in your personal My Favorite Documents 
archive, just click on the yellow star to the right of the 
document name. You can do this with any document shown 
anywhere within the site that has a yellow star.

What’s New in TIS lists new features and updates to the Technical 
Information System.

Service Resources [not shown] lists special tools and tool 
catalogs.
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My Certifications displays your name, primary job code, and 
certification status.

Recent Service Bulletins lists the ten most recently published 
TSBs.

Recent Documents lists the ten most recently published service 
documents.

RSS (Really Simple Syndication) News Feed lists stories 
of interest from Toyota News, Automotive Industry News, 
Motorsports News, and USA Today. Other news feeds may be 
added later.

•

•

•

•

Fig. 2-2
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Personalization 
(My Account)

Fig. 2-3

The My Account tab provides access to individual account information 
and personal settings.

Personal System Preferences include:

Division

Language preference

Search results preferences

RSS News Feed preferences

Account Information includes:

Name, e-mail, address, and phone number

Dealer Name, Dealer Code, Region Code, and Dealer Phone

Job Code

Certification Status

User Main Menu (for changing password)
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Technical 
Resources  

(TIS Tab)

Click on the TIS tab to reveal the initial TIS page.

The TIS page has four tabs from which to select information.

Library resources include:

– Service Information

– Reference Information

– Technical Training

Diagnostics provides software updates, installation instructions, 
and reference documents for:

– Diagnostic Tester (Techstream)

– Battery

– Calibrations

– Immobilizer reset

Tech Assistance provides access to:

– Technical Assistance System (TAS)

– Dealership Product Report (DPR)

– TIS Support

Vehicle Inquiry provides information about specific vehicles 
(by VIN), including service campaigns, vehicle information, and 
warranty service history. In many instances this is the first 
resource you should access.

The Library tab is available to all technicians. The Diagnostics, Tech 
Assistance, and Vehicle Inquiry tabs are available only to Certified 
Technicians.
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Clicking on the Library tab reveals three areas of information:

Service Information

Reference Information

Technical Training

Each of the three sources of library information has a unique search 
engine. Entering detailed search criteria allows you to narrow your 
search, providing faster, more targeted searches.

TIS employs an intelligent “natural language” search engine.

It accommodates different spellings and misspellings of a word 
(e.g. immobiliser for immobilizer, radiater for radiator).

It uses a synonym list to help find results (e.g. wheel-nut, hub nut, 
lug-nut).

Search modifiers (phrase, any of these words, all of these words) are  
not available.

For 2006 and later, most service publications will be available in three 
languages:

English

French

Spanish

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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When documents are returned in search results, the three icons to the 
right of each document name allow actions specific to each document:

Clicking the gold star adds the document to your personal My 
Favorite Documents list.

Clicking the blue star allows you to rate the document in terms of 
its usefulness.

Clicking the “+” icon on the far right allows you to submit a 
correction to the document if you find an error.

•

•

•

Documents

Fig. 2-6
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Double-clicking on a document in search results opens it in the Service 
Information viewer.

Documents with a table of contents that are opened within the Service 
Information viewer will display a navigation tree. 2006 and later 
documents are HTML-based and the navigation tree tracks the location 
as hyperlinks are clicked in the document.

When viewing publications, note the following functions and options:

Sections and subsections are in alphabetical order.

The document can be viewed in a different language after it is 
open.

The navigation tree can be expanded or closed by clicking on the 
“+” and “-” buttons.

Standard or Expert view can be chosen. Expert View assumes prior 
knowledge of a system or procedure.

•

•

•

•

Fig. 2-7
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A Service Information search requires identification of Division, Model, 
and Year, selection of a Service Category and Section, and a keyword.

Service Category includes two new categories: Vehicle Interior and 
Vehicle Exterior. To determine where a component or system can 
found between these categories, ask “Where is the effect?” For 
example:

– Door locks, seats, and Supplemental Restraint Systems would 
be found under Vehicle Interior

– Window/glass, outside mirrors, and frame would be found under 
Vehicle Exterior

Service Information search results are displayed for these resources:

Service Bulletins (SB) / Tech Tips (TT) include updated 
information regarding technical systems and procedures.

Repair Manuals (RM) include inspection procedures, service 
specifications, and disassembly and reassembly procedures.

Electrical Wiring Diagrams (EWD) include information for 
diagnosing electrical problems.

New Car Features (NCF) provide information on year-to-year 
changes, as well as information on how each system works.

Service Campaigns (SC) include a listing of related service 
campaigns.

•

–

–
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•
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Accessory Documentation (ACCY) has information related to 
accessories.

Collision Repair (CR) has information regarding collision repair.

Only a few results are shown for each resource in the Summary tab. All 
results for a specific resource can be viewed by clicking “more…” at 
the bottom of the results listing, or by clicking the tab for the specific 
resource.

The EWD Viewer is a custom viewer that makes it easy to view large 
electrical wiring diagrams. Click on the name in the search results list 
to open the EWD window.

•

•

Electrical Wiring 
Diagram (EWD)
Electrical Wiring 
Diagram (EWD)

Fig. 2-9
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EWD Viewer

The EWD Viewer provides various ways to find and view a diagram. The 
Help tab provides assistance if necessary, including an introduction, 
troubleshooting tips, common abbreviations, and a glossary of terms and 
symbols.

Navigation Tab

The Navigation tab allows switching between circuits. Select circuits by 
circuit name or by general location of parts on vehicle.

Fig. 2-10
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Diagram Tab

The Diagram tab displays a normal (100%) view of the diagram selected.

The System Name and Vehicle Information are shown in the upper 
left of the screen.

The System Outline button provides easy access to the system 
outline.

The Find button locates and highlights a text string on the 
diagram.

The Print button prints a PDF copy of the diagram.

Zooming in allows you to view components and connections close 
up (holding down Ctrl and Alt and then clicking and dragging 
zooms in on a particular component).

The Refresh button returns the display to the original diagram (F5 
also refreshes the window).

Scrolling allows viewing of an entire diagram on one screen.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Component Rollover

Rolling over any component in a diagram reveals its name.

Tracing a Circuit

Click on a circuit in a diagram to trace it (the circuit flashes).

Fig. 2-12

Fig. 2-13
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Location Tab

Once a component or connector is selected in the Diagram tab, clicking 
the Location tab opens the location diagram for that component. The 
label for the component is highlighted in red.

Connectors Tab

Once a component or connector is selected in the Diagram tab, click the 
Connectors tab to display a connector pin diagram for that component.

E W D – C onnec tors
The Connecto rs tab shows the connector pin out diagram for a selected componen t.

Fig. 2-14

Fig. 2-15
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Power Source Tab

The Power Source navigator provides a cross-reference of interrelated 
circuits on the vehicle.

Fig. 2-16
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Reference Information search results are grouped by one or more of the 
following resources.

Maintenance Schedule

Owner’s Manual 

Navigation System Manual

Dealer Model Reference

Technician’s Reference

In the Search Criteria section, Document Group replaces Service 
Category from the Service Information tab. 

•

•

•

•

•

R eferenc e Information

Reference I n fo rm at io n:

• Maintenance Schedules 

• Owner ’s Manuals

• Nav. System Manuals

• Dealer Model Reference

• Technician ’s Reference

Reference I n fo rm at io n:

• Maintenance Schedules 

• Owner ’s Manuals

• Nav. System Manuals

• Dealer Model Reference

• Technician ’s Reference

Reference Information

Fig. 2-17
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Technical Training Results of a Technical Training search could include one or more of the 
following:

Technical Training Course Books

Training Video Abstracts

Web Modules

•

•

•

Fig. 2-18
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Diagnostics The Diagnostics tab provides software updates, installation instructions, 
and reference documents for:

Diagnostic Tester Software Update (Techstream)

Battery tester

Calibrations (ECU Flash Reprogramming; now wirelessly linked to 
TIS)

Immobilizer reset — Passcode Utility (You must re-enter your 
password to access the passcode utility.)

This tab is available only to Certified Technicians.

•

•

•

•

Fig. 2-19
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The Tech Assistance tab provides access to:

Technical Assistance System (TAS)

– TAS cases can be opened and closed from this screen. A 
summary of open and closed cases can also be viewed here.

Dealership Product Report (DPR)

TIS Support

This tab is available only to Certified Technicians.

•

–

•

•

Tech Assistance

Fig. 2-20
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Vehicle Inquiry

V ehic le Inquiry
• Enter VIN
• Receive:

- Service campaigns
- Vehicle info
- Warranty info

The Vehicle Inquiry tab provides information about specific vehicles 
by VIN. In many instances this is the first resource you should access 
before performing a service.

Enter the VIN and click Lookup. Information displayed includes:

Service campaigns

Vehicle information

Warranty service history

This tab is available only to Certified Technicians.

•

•

•

Fig. 2-21




